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NRSC-R55 

 
FOREWORD 

 
NRSC-R55, EIA/NRSC DAR Systems – Subjective Tests of Audio Quality and Transmission Impairments 
– Final Report, documents the results of subjective tests conducted at the Communications Research 
Center (CRC) from June 1994 to March 1995.  These tests were performed to assess the audio quality of 
Digital Audio Radio (DAR) systems submitted to the DAR Subcommittee of the Electronics Industries 
Association (precursor to CEA) and the DAB Subcommittee of the National Radio Systems Committee. 
 
An eight-page summary of this work that was included with Comments submitted to the FCC by the 
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) on July 13, 1999 (as part of MM Docket No. 
99-25, In the Matter of Creation of a Low Power Radio Service) is also provided.  In this summary the 
systems that were tested are identified in Table 3 which is excerpted here: 
 

Designation System Audio coding Bit rate (kbps) 

a Eureka-147 Musicam 224 
b Eureka-147 Musicam 192 
c AT&T/Lucent PAC 160 
d AT&T/Amati, DSB PAC 160 
e AT&T/Amati, LSB PAC 160 
f VOA/LPL PAC 160 
g USADR FM-2 Musicam 256 
h USADR FM-1 Musicam 256 
i USADR AM Musicam 96 kbps (32 kHz ref.) 
j USADR AM Musicam 96 kbps (48 kHz ref.) 

 
 
The NRSC is jointly sponsored by the Consumer Electronics Association and the National Association of 
Broadcasters.  It serves as an industry-wide standards-setting body for technical aspects of terrestrial 
over-the-air radio broadcasting systems in the United States. 
 



 

 
 

Summary of CRC Subjective Test Program 
 

Submitted by Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association 
(CEMA) to the FCC on July 13, 1999 (as part of MM Docket No. 
99-25 (In the Matter of Creation of a Low Power Radio Service) 
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Appendix 2

Subjective Assessments of Audio Quality of DAR Systems

L Introduction

This document describes the procedures and results ofsubjective tests conducted at the
Communications Research Centre (CRC), Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, performed to assess
the audio quality ofdigital audio radio (DAR) systems submitted to the Electronic
Industries Association's Digital Audio Radio Subcommittee.

A total of nine DAR systems were submitted for testing and are labeled in these results as
a to i. Subjective audio quality was assessed in the absence ofany transmission error, thus
evaluating the quality ofthe audio source coding component ofeach system. One ofthe
nine systems was tested with two different comparison references because the sampling
rate for that system was lower than for the other 8 systems, and this report refers to 10
systems noted as a to j.

IL Subjective Assessment Procedures

A panel ofthree expert listeners selected final test materials from the initial pool of
program segments received from the evaluation subcommittees. This panel selected nine
materials, two ofwhich were stressful to each system under test. These are listed in Table
1.

A total of21 listeners went through the test process for two days each, to complete the 90
rating trials (10 systems x 9 materials). The equipment, listening environment and
procedures were the standard ones used in subjective tests at the CRC as described in
ITU-R Rec. BS.1116 [1] Statistical evaluations assessed each individual's listening
expertise by way ofa t-test, which showed that no listener who took part in the
experiment scored below 2.00. Therefore, they all showed that they were able to
discriminate correctly between hidden reference and system versions across all the trials in
the experiment.

The actual scale used by the subjects is shown in Figure 1. It is a 5 grade rating scale (1.0
to 5.0) where listeners were instructed to use a single decimal point. In effect, this is a 41
point scale. The subjects were instructed to treat this as a continuous scale but, to
facilitate the subjects' orientation, category labels were associated with the scale. Thus,
1.0 to 1.9 is a "very annoying" range; 2.0.to 2.9 is "annoying"; 3.0 to 3.9 is "slightly
annoying"; 4.0 to 4.9 is "perceptible but not annoying". Finally, 5.0 is "imperceptible".

The listener's task on a trial is to compare each oftwo alternative versions ofan audio
material labeled "B" and "c" with a known Reference version, labeled "A", ofthe same

-_."._~---
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material. The subject knows that one ofthe alternatives ("B" or "e") is a "hidden
reference", identical to the Reference, and that the other alternative is one that has been
processed through a DAR system. The subject does not know which is which, but must
decide this through listening. He or she then assigns a grade to both "B" and "en
alternatives, as compared to the known Reference "N', using the 1.0 to 5.0 scale. A is
that the alternative the subject has decided is the "hidden reference" must be graded 5.0.
And so, at least one ofthe two grades on each trial must be a 5.0

Thus two totally interdependent scores from the listener are recorded on each trial. This
deliberate interdependence is handled by subtracting the score given to the true hidden
reference from the score given the true processed version (i.e., DSB System minus
reference). so that in a graphical plot ofoutcomes, the data will fall in the same
geometric quadrant as they would ifthe actual 1.0 to 5.0 scores used by the subjects were
plotted. Thus the scores are transformed so that the 1.0 to 5.0 range of the original scale
becomes, instead, -4.0 to 0.0 in the analysis and presentation of results. These difference
grades or "diffgrades" represent the relative differences between the grades given to the
hidden reference and the ones given to the DSB system under test.

ID. Test Results

For visual clarity, the average quality diffgrades obtained in the experiment are divided
between Figures 2(a) and 2(b) rather than being shown within a single graph. Six ofthem
appear in the first figure, four in the second. In addition to the average score among the
listeners for each ofthe audio materials, the overall average diffgrade (the average across
all audio materials for each system) is plotted in the "System Averages" column at the
right-hand side of these Figures.

Table 2 shows the overall average diffgrade for each audio material and for each system as
well as the overall (average) diffgrade for each system in the right-hand column. This
table shows all the numbers that are plotted in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). In Table 2, the
average diffgrades across all listeners for each audio material occupy a separate row for
each DSB system. The average diffgrades are entered to two decimal figures. Systems
are arranged by row in alphabetical order using the letters attributed to the ten systems
tested -- part ofthe "double blind" procedures followed throughout the tests..

IV. Overall System Results

The statistical method used to evaluate the present results is the Analysis ofVariance
(ANOVA) which has been officially recommended in lTU-R Rec. BS.1116 [I]. The
experimental design used for these tests permitted the rigorous application of this analytic
method. The first item for discussion is the overall average diffgrade for systems. The
ANOVA showed that the overall experimental differences among systems in the tests have
a very fine resolution of0.17 ofa grade in the transformed diffgrade scale.
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For completeness, however, ifa reader is interested in evaluating overall differences
among audio materials independent of systems (as shown in the averages in the bottom
row ofTable 2), the critical value provided by the ANOVA is 0.23. This applies to the
"without i andj" averages. Thus, any two ofthe 9 audio material averages ("without i
and}") across systems must differ by at least 0.23 before they can be considered
significantly different on statistical grounds.

The "two" systems (i and j) rate differences in the references against which subjects
compared them. System are actually the same coding system. But they were treated
differently in the experiment because ofsampling rate differences in the references against
which subjects compared them;. System i was always compared with 32 kHz sampling
rate references, while for systemj, the references were always sampled at 48 kHz. The
ANOVA showed that the overall difference between i andj were 0.01, well below the
O. 17 needed for a conclusion ofsignificant difference.

V. Interaction of Systems with Audio Materials

The ANOVA reveals that the resolution for the interaction ofaudio materials and systems
in this experiment is 0.45 ofa grade. This too is a very fine degree of resolution for
interactions ofthis type. When comparing diffgrades between any two systems for any
given audio material in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), Table 4 and Figure 3, a numerical difference
of0.45 or greater is required before it can be concluded that those two diffgrades are
statistically different from each other rather than being due to chance (p<0.05).

VI. Summary

Table 3 shows system identifications in the first column, summarizing the major outcomes
using the three criteria developed and used by the ITU-R to evaluate the relative merits of
audio coding systems.

First, the overall average diffgrade is shown for each system. This is presented in the
second column ofthe table. Secondly, to summarize the interaction ofaudio materials by
systems and to indicate the size of the variability ofeach system, the number oftimes each
system fell below a diffgrade of-1.0 for the 9 materials is presented in the third column of
the table. To take statistical error into account, the number oftimes that any system's
lower error bar fell "below -1.0" for any material in Figure 3 provided the count shown in
this third column. Finally, another ITU-R criterion related to the variability or consistency
ofeach system is shown in the fourth column. This is the number oftimes that a system
could be considered "transparent" for an audio item. The number oftimes that any
system's upper error bar fell above 0.0 in the charts ofFigure 3 provided the count shown
in this fourth column. Table 3 also shows the systems associated with their letter codes.
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Six of the ten systems in the experiment
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Four of the ten systems in the experiment
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Code Description Duration Source
Dires Dire Straits cut 305 Warner Bros. CD 7599-25264-2 (track 6)
Prlim Pearl Jam cut 305 SonylEpic CD ZK53136 (track 3) with orocessin21

Water Sounds ofwater 30 s Roland Dimensional Snace Processor Demo. CD
Glock Glockensoiel 16 s EBU SOAM CD(track 351Index 1)
Basel Bass Clarinet 0 30 s EBU SOAM CD(track 171Index 1) with processin21

Mrain Music and rain 11s AT&T mix
VeJda Susan Vega with glass 115 AT&T mix
Trmot Muted trumpet 9s OriJrinal DAT recordin2, University of Miami
Hpsed Harpsichord 0 12 s EBU SOAM CD (track 40lIndex 1)

1 Processing chain used: Aphex Compellor Model 300 (set for leveling only)
Dolby Spectral Processor Model 740
Aphex Dominator II Model 720

Table 1 List of audio test materials used in the quality tests

The data for a single system are shown throughout each row.

Dires Prljm Water Glock Basel Mrain Vegla Trmpt Hpscd Overall
System Averages

a -0.49 -0.06 -0.30 0.07 -0.18 0.04 -0.62 -0.70 -0.72 a -0.33
b -0.54 -0.10 -1.49 -0.21 -0.64 0.00 -1.58 -1.49 -1.07 b -0.79
c -0.36 -0.49 -0.54 -0.44 -0.24 -1.21 -0.42 -0.12 -0.82 c -0.52
d -0.59 -0.85 -0.47 -0.82 -0.97 -1.31 -0.77 -0.41 -1.70 d -0.88
e 0.09 -0.43 -0.53 -0.89 -0.41 -1.00 -0.88 -0.20 -0.72 e -0:55
f 0.14 -0.34 -0.55 -0.65 -0.57 -1.26 -0.47 -0.06 -0.80 f -0.51
g -0.16 0.10 -0.11 -0.92 -0.78 -0.08 -0.43 -1.63 -0.48 g -0.50
h 0.02 -0.24 -0.04 -0.77 -1.04 -0.20 0.08 -1.27 -0.47 h -0.43
i -1.64 -1.20 -1.95 -2.87 -3.46 -0.86 -1.52 -3.66 -3.70 i -2.32
j -1.34 -1.09 -2.16 -2.91 -3.52 -0.93 -1.51 -3.73 -3.62 j -2.31

Audio -0.49 -0.47 -0.81 -1.04 -1.18 -0.68 -0.81 -1.33 -1.41 -0.91
Material

Averages

Averages -0.24 -0.30 -0.50 -0.58 -0.60 -0.63 -0.64 -0.74 -0.85 -0.56
Without I

and}

System i received a grade of -1.95 for Water. In view of the statistical error (0.45 ofa grade), i was
omitted from Water in Fig. 2.3 on the next page, along with other instances of i andj in materials where
either of these two systems obtained a diffgrade lower than -2.00. (No systems other than i andj received
any diffgrades below -2.00.)

Table 2: Average Difference Grades for each of the 9 Audio Materials (columns) by
each of the 10 Systems

7
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Number of Number of
Overall Average transparent materials

System Designation Diffgrade materials below -1.0

A - Eureka 147. MUSICAM~ 224 kbps -0.33 4 0
B - Eureka 147. MUSICAM~ 192 kbps -0.79 3 4
C - AT&TlLucent. PAC ((n 160 kbps -0.52 2 1
D - AT&T/Amati. DSB PAC ((n 160 kbps -0.88 5 0
E - AT&T/Amati. LSB PAC @ 160 kbPS -o.sS 3 2
F - VOAlIPL. PAC @ 160 kbos -0.51 2 2
G - USADR FM-2. MUSICAM~ 256 kbps -0.50 2 4
H - USADRFM-I. MUSICAM~ 256 kbps -0.43 2 4
1- USADR AM. MUSICAM @96 kbps -2.32 0 9

(32 kHz reference)
J - USADR AM. MUSICAM @ 96 kbps -2.31 0 9

(48 kHz reference)

Table 3
Summary of Audio Quality Tests

8
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